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Forging ahead with optimal efficiency
and operational excellence
ArcelorMittal Mining Canada significantly boosts throughput with DELMIA Quintiq
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The largest mining division of the
world’s leading steel company
The town of Fermont in
Northeastern Quebec was
founded in 1973, when the
Quebec Cartier Mining
Company relocated to
Mont-Wright. The town is dominated by its most notable
landmark: a giant structure known as The Wall. A town
within a town, The Wall also shields residents from the
brutal winds of the North Shore region.
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This is a place where winters typically last for seven
months. This is the place that ArcelorMittal Mining
Canada calls home.
Founded 60 years ago and acquired by the world’s
largest steel company, ArcelorMittal, in 2007,
ArcelorMittal Mining Canada is the leading producer
of iron ore in Canada. Today, the company generates
approximately 60% of the country’s total iron
ore production. At its North Shore port, it loads
concentrate and iron oxide pellets onto vessels to be
shipped to ArcelorMittal’s worldwide network of steel
plants as well as to the external market. It also unloads
raw materials that sustain the mining operations.

Fast facts:
Parent company
Company

ArcelorMittal

Industry

Steel manufacturing

Global presence

60 countries

Employees

199,000 (2016)

Production
output

97.1 million tons (2016)
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Fast facts:
Customer
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Company

ArcelorMittal Mining Canada

Function

Mining and shipping of iron ore

Location

Northeastern Quebec

Port shipment
capacity

29 million tons per year

Employees

2,400
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The challenge
Boosting efficiency to sustain growth
In 2011, ArcelorMittal Mining Canada took on a
major expansion project and within two years annual
production had swelled from 16 to 24 million tons. At
the time, planners were still relying on spreadsheets for
their plans, using data provided by A65 (GPS tracking
of vessels, forecasted demand, weather conditions and
other input that would affect a vessel’s estimated time
of arrival).
Planners were tasked with making three-month plans
for the dock. However, data changed drastically from
day to day due to cancellations, new additions and
frequent changes to vessel estimated times of arrival.
Consequently, plans became obsolete and planners had
to create new ones on an almost daily basis.

Planners were also thwarted by scheduled
maintenance, which was not planned by them but
by port managers. Rather than an event they could
determine and work with, maintenance was yet another
disruption they had to work around to create schedules.
With new and larger operations, it quickly became
clear that the company had outgrown the old method
which, among other things, offered the planners no
visibility into the consequences of changes within
their rolling horizon.
Then, on top of everything else, steel prices plummeted
and it became more vital than ever for the company to
become more efficient in their operations.
Always a company with great vision, ArcelorMittal
Mining Canada recognized the need and potential for
more accurate and more responsive planning.
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The search
Fast and demonstrable
ROI and longstanding benefits
Disruptions incur costs and ArcelorMittal Mining
Canada is a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week, 365days-a-year operation. It was crucial that the new
planning system would cause as little disruption as
possible. It would have to be quick to implement and
easy for Excel-experienced planners to accept and
master. For swift and enduring ROI, the new planning
system would also have to prove it could:
• Incorporate all of the company’s unique rules,
regulations and constraints into calculations
• Update schedules as soon as new data was received
• Enable planners to explore different scenarios to
determine the best overall schedule
• Lower operating costs by supporting planners to
produce an optimal three-month plan in minutes
• Increase throughput via berth scheduling optimization
• Put maintenance planning back into the hands
of planners to maximize asset use

Image © ArcelorMittal
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The selection
Partners in excellence, vision and expertise
In their bid to help ArcelorMittal Mining Canada to
achieve its vision, the DELMIA Quintiq team worked
closely with the company to analyze their systems and
procedures, then developed a strategy to solve their
current planning challenges. Using their in-depth
understanding of and planning expertise in the metals,
mining, shipping and ports industries, the team quickly
configured their planning solution into a working demo
of their solution. The DELMIA Quintiq team then used
actual ArcelorMittal data and scenarios to show how the
solution could work within constraints to handle
disruptions and produce optimal schedules.
The new results were benchmarked against the
customer’s historical ones. When KPIs were measured,
it was easily apparent how much more tonnage could
have been shipped if they had used DELMIA Quintiq
in the previous year. In fact, the real schedules
produced with current data found room to plan one
extra Panamax-sized vessel every 10 days. This alone
provided tremendous ROI potential.
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In addition, DELMIA Quintiq proved that optimal planning
would enable ArcelorMittal Mining Canada to:
• Reduce demurrage
• Increase monthly tonnes shipped
• Increase ship loading and unloading utilization
Speed of implementation was also a major
consideration in the selection process. DELMIA Quintiq
proposed to implement in two phases to assist in
change management. The first phase, with a focus on
end-to-end visibility and decision support, would enable
ArcelorMittal Mining Canada to start reaping rewards
within six months of the start of the project.
And so a partnership between DELMIA Quintiq and
ArcelorMittal Mining Canada was formed.
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Implementation
Three months to higher efficiency and asset utilization
The first of the two phases was to produce a perfect-fit
solution with out-of-the-box speed of implementation.
Both were possible thanks to:
• DELMIA Quintiq’s in-depth knowledge of the
industry’s processes and understanding of
customer requirements
• Architecture that integrated seamlessly with the
company’s existing systems
• The configurable nature of the DELMIA Quintiq
solution which quickly created a solution that met
100% of the customer’s planning constraints —
and would be easy to update any time rules and
constraints changed
• The DELMIA Quintiq methodology designed for
effective implementation of a perfect-fit solution,
enabling both teams to work effectively towards their
common goal
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This first phase laid the foundation for ArcelorMittal’s
shift to a centralized planning system in port operations.
It allowed planners to work more effectively by
providing them with end-to-end visibility of resources,
times and opportunities. This phase was completed in
only three months and enabled planners to increase the
number of tons shipped in the first month of go-live.
The second phase would see the development of an
optimizer to automate the existing planning process.
This would further improve vessel planning and
speed up the decision-making process. It would make
plans even easier and quicker to update, highlighting
opportunities to both planners and the sales teams.
A post-implementation ROI analysis showed a marked
improvement in operational efficiency and an increase
in the amount of iron ore the company could move.
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The result
Sustainable progress
The effects of the first phase implementation were felt
immediately: an increase in monthly maximum tons
shipped from the port and maximized ship loading asset
utilization. Most significantly, it has reduced demurrage
charges by 88%.
Today the port’s planners use weekly meetings to
optimize the scheduling for their vessels and see that
assets are properly maintained without slowing down
loading and unloading.
Now, as soon as vessel information is entered into the
system, the DELMIA Quintiq solution highlights any
resulting deviations, removing the possibility for
user error.
By embracing innovation, today ArcelorMittal Mining
Canada forges ahead, using planning and optimization
technology that will help improve and maintain
optimized efficiencies.
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Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable
innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’
collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings
value to over 250,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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